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Case Study- 1
1. Subject:
		 Recovery of ` 4.38 Lakhs during 2014-15 from the contractor M/s S
Construction against work order for construction of PCC roads at “B”
Colliery under “K” Area.
2. Facts disclosed:
		 M/s S Construction was awarded two work orders for construction of PCC
road at B Colliery amounting to ` 7.05 Lakhs and ` 5.69 Lakhs during
2011-12. Based on source information of excess payment to the contractor,
surprise inspection was carried out by Officers of Vigilance Department,.
On scrutiny of measurement books and the bills, it was revealed that an
amount of ` 7.02 Lakhs and ` 5.66 Lakhs was paid to the contractor for
the two work orders awarded to the contractor. During verification, it was
revealed that measurement of the work in MBs were recorded in excess
of the actually executed work based on which contractor’s bill in excess
of the actual execution was prepared, certified and paid to the contractor.
3. Officials responsible:
		 The Area Civil Engineer being In-charge of the Civil works of the area and
the Sub-ordinate Engineer (Civil) being responsible for supervision of the
civil works were responsible for the lapses resulting in excess payment
to the contractor.
4. Action taken against the erring officials:
		 Minor penalty of withholding of one increment for one year was awarded
to the two officers and recovery of ` 4.38 Lakhs was done for the excess
payment made to the contractor.
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Case Study-2
1. Subject:
		 Award of work relating to erection of poles to the contractors by E&M
Department of “C” Area at an exorbitantly high rate.
2. Facts disclosed:
		 During a test check conducted at E&M Department of C Area on 19.5.2014
by Officers of Vigilance Department, it was revealed that the awarded value
of work order for erection of poles and its allied jobs were exorbitantly
high. In addition to this, some activities and supply of materials were
included in the departmental estimates which were not at all required
for the said job as per CPWD SOR 2007/2012 on the basis of which the
departmental estimate was prepared.
		 The awarded rate for erection of poles was ` 6900 to ` 7900 as compared
to ` 1900 to ` 3452 in other areas of the company. Further, the awarded
rate for transportation of pole with loading and unloading was charged
between ` 1250 to ` 1850 as compared to ` 250 to ` 300 in other areas.
Similarly, the supply of stone chips/sand which was included in the scope
of work for erection of poles was also considered separately in the final
estimate resulting in double payment of such account.
3. Officials responsible:
		 For the above irregularities in award of the contract and execution of the
work the Area Manager (E&M) and four Colliery Engineer associated
with the work were held responsible. The case was referred to CVC for
suitable advice. CVC advised for issuance of recordable warning to the
five officials responsible for the said lapse.
4. Action taken against the erring officials:
		 Recordable warning was issued to the five officials responsible for the
issuance of work orders at exorbitantly high rates.
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Case Study-3
1. Subject: Irregularities in Road Sale of Slurry and Reject
2. Introduction
		 In a Vigilance investigation various documents relating to road sale of Slurry
and Reject were examined by the officials of the Vigilance department.
The irregularities observed during the course of said investigation have
been highlighted below.
3. Irregularities observed
a. Dispatch of material in excess of the billed quantity
			 Comparison of the data in the sales ledger, maintained at sales office
of the unit, with the dispatch records maintained at the weighbridge
and security check post revealed that sales office had not reported
the correct dispatched quantity . Though material was dispatched
through trucks and necessary dispatch documents were issued but
all of them were not entered in the sales ledger ,the book in which
consolidated consumer wise dispatched quantity is maintained and on
the basis of which billing as well as monthly lifting statement is made,
thereby a number of trucks were dispatched without getting value of
the same. Due to above fraudulence, during a period of ten months,
approximately 25000 Mt of material (Slurry and reject) estimated to
be dispatched in excess of the billed quantity.
		b. Dispatch of Material against unauthorized sales orders
			 It was also revealed that from the said sale centre lifting of material
against sales orders which were of some other sale centers, and
obviously were not authorised to get material from said sale centre,
was made. To facilitate the unauthorized lifting, necessary documents
were issued by the officials of the said sale centre.
		c. Wrongful mention of “Company fault” in the monthly lifting
statement as a reason of short lifting
			 In case of non lifting of entire quantity of material against a particular
value paid sale order ,even after completion of its validity period, the
sale centre communicates to HQ through Area whether this nonlifting is due to ‘Company fault’ or due to fault of the party. In case of
indication of ‘Company Fault’ refund is made to the parties for un-lifted
quantity without deduction of penalty, otherwise penal amount is to
be deducted. During the course of investigation it was revealed that
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in the lifting statement of a month, short-lifting was shown against
some of the sale orders wherein actually excess quantity was lifted
and against such cases, the reason of short-lifting was recorded as
‘Company fault’. On receipt of the same the Area officials accepted
the above statement without any check and forwarded the same to
Head Quarters for wrongful refund.
		d. Lack of proper care in safe custody of official records
			 The investigation also revealed that a number of vital documents related
to sales function were missing.
4. Action taken against company officials
		 For above irregularities disciplinary action of Major Penalty proceeding
against four Executives and of minor penalty proceeding against one
Executive, under CDA rules of CIL, was taken. Besides above, disciplinary
action under Certified Standing Orders of the Company was also taken
against three Non-Executives.
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Case Study-4
1. Subject : Irregularities in Railway Siding
2. Introduction
		 A vigilance investigation pertaining to one of the Railway Sidings of the
Company revealed loss of 1,17,654 te of coal from the stock of said siding
over a period of sixteen (16) months causing financial loss to the Company
for an amount varying from ` 12.34 Crore to ` 17.33 Crore. During the
next fourteen (14) months, abnormal variation (surplus/shortage) was
observed in the stock of same siding, though overall loss during these
fourteen months was nil.
		 Investigation further revealed that though the monthly measurements
conducted during each of 30 (16+14) months were indicating shortage/
variation in the coal stock of the said Siding but the concerned project
officials resorted to manipulative practices to conceal the shortage/
variation by just showing the Total/ Composite Stock of Mines & Siding
within the permissible limit, as the stock of siding happened to be a part
of total / composite stock of the Project.
3. Facts disclosed:
		 (i) The said Railway Siding, falling under the administrative control of
a Project, was receiving coal from two sources, one from the mine
falling under the same Project and other from a neighboring mine, for
dispatching to different consumers through Rail. Coal from above two
sources was transported by contractual means to the said Siding and
received there by a system of challans, weighment, etc. Payments
were also made to the contractors as per quantity of coal received
at the said siding.
		 (ii) In this process of receipt and dispatch, coal stock was being
maintained at the said railway siding. Coal stock of the said siding
was a part of the total/composite coal stock of the Project.
		 (iii) However, reconciliation of receipted and dispatched quantity at said
siding on standalone basis with that of its opening & closing stock
of coal for the period of sixteen months revealed that 1,17,654 te
of coal, though having been contractually transported to the railway
siding from above sources, could not be accounted for, thereby
indicating huge loss of coal from the said siding. The loss estimated
on the basis of sale price of coal prevailing at the time varies from
` 12.34 Crores to ` 17.33 Crores.
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		 (iv) It has also been revealed that mandatory measurements of coal
stock carried out on monthly basis have indicated the loss/ shortage
of coal in the said siding but same was deliberately concealed by
the concerned Project officials by resorting to manipulative practices
of maintaining the total/ combined stock of Mines and Siding within
the permissible limit.
		 (v) Further, the monthly coal stock measurements carried out during the
next 14 months (under a new Project Officer and Colliery Manager)
also indicated abnormal fluctuations (both surplus as well as shortage)
in the stock of said siding but was covered up by adopting manipulative
means. However, though during this period on monthly basis abnormal
variation in coal stock was found, but in totality no loss of coal, thereby
indicating any adverse financial impact, has been observed.
		 (vi) It has also been found that during the last 6 months, coal of two
different grades was received at said railway siding but grade wise
measurement of coal stock was not carried out, thereby stipulation
in code for maintenance of coal stock, applicable in the Company,
was violated at the said siding.
4. Irregularities:
		 (i) Loss of 1,17,654.95 te of coal, valuing from ` 12.34 Crores to ` 17.33
Crore, from the said Siding during the period of first 16 months under
reference.
		 (ii) Concealment of the loss of coal from the said Siding by manipulative
presentation of monthly coal stock of the Project during the above
period.
		 (iii) Concealment of abnormal variation (surplus/ shortage) in Coal stock
of said siding by manipulation in presentation of monthly coal stock
of the Project during the period of next 14 months.
		 (iv) Non measurement of Coal stock at the said siding on the basis of
Grade of coal.
5. Action taken against company officials
		 Keeping in view of fact that the gravity of lapses committed by the officers
was not at par with each other, for above irregularities, disciplinary action
of major PP against two executives, Minor PP against one executive and
Caution against two executives was taken. One of the key officials, the
Siding manager, expired before the start of the investigation so his role
could not be examined.
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Case Study- 5
1. Subject: Recovery of the demurrage charge from defaulter transport/
loading contractors.
2. Introduction
		 Prevailing system and practice related to recovery of the demurrage
charged from defaulter transport/loading contractors in the Company was
examined during the course of a vigilance investigation and following was
observed thereon:
		 I. At railway sidings, in case of Company fails to complete loading the
railway rake within stipulated time, railway charges demurrage on
Company. In this context the Clause 23.01(i) of Special Terms &
Conditions for Transport Contract, stipulates for recovery of demurrage
from transporters if they were found responsible for the same. To
make the same effective necessary record keeping at siding as well
as at feeder colliery end is absolutely essential. However barring a
few locations, no proper system was found in existence at different
sidings, in the absence of which, no meaningful implementation of
clause 23.01(i) is being ensured. It was also found that the records
maintained at the railway sidings were not sufficient enough to pinpoint
responsibility on a particular transporter for imposition of demurrage on
Company by railway. The system prevailing at the sidings was a pointer
to the fact that the system of reason-wise recording of demurrage and
its communication to the feeder collieries, where bills of transporters
are processed, left much to be desired.
		 II. It was also observed during the course of the said vigilance investigation
that though a system was in place at the sidings of the said Area to
pin-point the defaulting transport contractors in case of less transportation
of coal or shortage of coal, however it was seen that as per the system
adopted by the feeder collieries, demurrage charges were not being
fully recovered from the defaulter contractors.
3. System Improvement Suggestions
		 It was suggested that the following points may be considered while devising
a suitable mechanism:
		 a. Proper and timely recording of hindrance register at both ends i.e. at
Siding and at feeder collieries should be ensured.
		 b. Feeder collieries should inform respective siding the daily target of
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		 c.

		 d.

		 e.

		 f.

		 g.
			

transport quantity in respect of all the transport contractors (contractorwise) operating at their end.
Accordingly, allotment of number of boxes in a rake to be loaded by
each contractor should be planned at Siding. The site of un-loading at
Siding should be fixed for each contractor. However location of sites
may be rotated on a certain time interval or as and when required.
Subsequently, if a demurrage is charged due to less transportation and
shortage of coal at siding then the contractor/contractors responsible
for it should be identified.
At month end respective feeder collieries should be informed about
quantity executed by each contractor including the details of demurrage
charged (demurrage hours, total charge, number of box remained to
be filled, date, time etc), if any due to fault of contractors.
Thereafter, keeping in view of force majeure hours and its impact
on daily transport target in corresponding period, demurrage charge
should be recovered from a defaulter contractor.
Above suggestions are just indicative and not the exhaustive.
In view of the serious implication of the prevalent system it was
recommended that immediate action should be taken up for ensuring
a proper full proof system is in place in a specific time frame.

4. Follow-up Action
		 Later on vigilance inspections were carried out, which revealed that at some
of the sidings records were still not being maintained properly and in case
of demurrage due to less transportation of coal, responsible contractors
were not being identified and same was not being communicated to the
feeder units. In this scenario the feeder units processed the transporters
bills without deduction of demurrage as envisaged at clause no. 23.01(i)
of special Terms & Condition of transport Contract. Therefore to ensure
implementation of the aforesaid clause , it was suggested that appropriate
instruction might also be given to the feeder units, where transporters
bills were processed, to obtain a certificate from the respective sidings
about the status of demurrage and role of transporter for the same before
processing the transportation bills.
		It is pertinent to mention here that the effect of aforesaid system
improvements started surfacing from year 2014-2015 as reflected in
table mentioned below. However, it is still being reviewed for further
improvement in the system with respect to demurrage charge recovery
from defaulter contractors.
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		 The effect of above system improvement is reflected in increase in recovery
of demurrage charge amount from defaulter contractors as under:
Area (Figure in lakh `)
Year

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

Total

2011-12

0.000

0.000

36.795

10.000

0.058

0.000

0.000

46.853

2012-13

0.000

0.000

35.075

17.161

0.403

0.000

0.000

52.639

2013-14

0.000

2.740

39.978

50.941

1.268

0.000

0.000

94.927

2014-15

0.630

3.300

62.423

21.000

7.367

0.761

5.110

100.591
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Case Study-6
1. Subject: CTE of Planning, Design, Engineering, Construction,
Fabrication, Supply, Erection, Trial Run, Commissioning and Testing
of Coal Handling Plant for “K” CHP (6Mtpa). CTE type examination
was done to:
		 a) Check the preparation of turnkey tender documents vis a vis provisions
of Contract Management Manual (CMM).
		 b) Check whether the various steps for finalization of the tender- viz
calling pre NIT meeting, pre bid meeting, floating tender in three parts
leading to the award of work to L1 bidder is in conformity with CMM
and Purchase Manuals.
		 c) See whether e-tendering mode of contract finalization is yielding the
desired objectives
2. Introduction
		 a) The work of floating the re-tender for Planning, Design, Engineering,
Construction, Fabrication, Supply, Erection, Trial-run, Commissioning
of Coal Handling Plant was assigned to the company by a subsidiary
company.
		 b) The earlier NIT was re-examined by a committee which suggested
change in the Bank Guarantee format, experience towards overseas
work, joint venture agreements and clarity on updation of earlier
estimate of works done which were brought to current cost. Suggested
changes were incorporated in NIT before going ahead with the tender.
The change in Bank Guarantee format related to forfeiture of Bank
Guarantee in case the bidder failed to submit requisite documents as
per NIT or information. Declaration furnished by bidder was found to
be wrong by the tender committee. The change in work experience
of joint venture partners related to compliance by each partner with
all the qualifying criteria
		 c) A tender was floated on the e-Tendering system. The opening date for
Part 1 of bids was fixed for 15.03.2014 which was later on postponed
to 19.03.2014.
		 d) 4 Bids were received from the following parties:
		 a) M/s L, Chennai
		 b) M/s W, Pune
		 c) M/s H, Ranchi
		 d) M/s S, Kolkata
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		 e) The tender committee constituted to finalise the tender comprised of
Director (T/ES), GM(E&M), GM(Finance), GM(Civil) of Company and
GM/HoD(E&M), representative of Subsidiary.
		 f) On opening Part I on 10.03.2014, it was found that three bidders viz.
M/s W, Pune, M/s H, Ranchi, M/s S, Kolkata did not meet the either the
technical or financial eligibility criteria. The Tender Committee decided
that the bids of the three bidders should not be considered for further
evaluation.
		 g) It was noticed that although the required work experience for two
works submitted by M/s S, Kolkata did not meet the qualifying criteria,
the system after auto evaluation showed the same as COMPLIED.
This was described as “bug in the application” by person involved in
e-tendering. They also replied that system is only a Decision support
and the results/action can always be overridden by the tender inviting
authority which is final and binding.
		 h) Technical Part-II of M/s L,Chennai was opened on 01.04.2014. The
system generated technical data sheets along with other information
were scrutinized and accepted by the Tender Committee which then
recommended opening of Part III i.e. Price Bid.
		 i) The price bid of M/s L, Chennai was opened on 09.04.2014. The
quoted price of ` 282.72 crores was 12% below estimated value. They
were asked to upload the confirmatory documents within the specified
period of 7 days.
		j) In the uploaded documents, the technical sub-committee noted
certain discrepancies relating to non-attestation of documents by
Notary as desired in the NIT. The omission/shortcomings in the
uploaded documents were informed to the L1 bidder and resubmit
the confirmatory documents within 7 days as stipulated in Clause of
the tender document (“The bidder will upload the scanned copy of selfcertified and attested .by notary public of all the specified documents
in support of the information /declarations furnished by them online
by within the specified period of 7 days and simultaneously will submit
the original Affidavit either in person or by post to the tender inviting
authority within 10 days of last date of online submission of documents”).
		k) Scrutiny of the documents submitted by the L1 bidder revealed
that discrepancies still existed. The TC deliberated on the issue on
23.04.2014 and asked the L1 bidder to resubmit the confirmatory
documents ONLINE within 7 days as stipulated in Clause of the tender
document. The re-submitted documents were found to be in order.
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		 l) The Manual on e-procurement stipulates that “Tender will be opened
on the pre-scheduled date irrespective of the no. of bids received.
Even in case of receipt of single bid, there will be no extension of bid
submission date and single bid is to be opened for evaluation”. Hence
the single bid was opened and work awarded to M/s L, Chennai (L1
bidder) at a quoted price of ` 282.72 crores which is 12% below the
company’s estimated price of ` 320.42 crores.
3. Observations on the CTE:
		 a) The section on instruction to Bidders relating to qualifying experience
mentions ‘system shall calculate the value of each qualifying experience
by multiplying the value with the percentage share of the experience
and adding 5% for each completed year (Total no. of days/365) after
the end date of experience of work till one year before the last date
of month previous to one in which the NIT has been published on
e-procurement portal of each qualifying experience. The language used
in the tender document should be easily comprehendible so that in
case of any dispute or otherwise, our point of view gets strengthened
and can be defended at any point of time. A possible solution in such
instances could be to mention the specific cutoff dates.
		 b) In earlier systems study of company viz. “Systems study of NIT’s
relating to CHP contracts in the light of existing provisions of Contract
Management Manual(CMM)” some of the suggestions made are
reproduced as under :
			 i) Modifications suggested in Price Bid Formats of CMM: Instructions
in the CMM under Formats for Price Bids specify that bidders are
required to quote the quantity, unit price, amount and taxes etc in
Formats A,B and C whilst under Format D , bidders are required
to quote only quantities under various heads, as per scope defined
in the tender document.
				 Seeking minute details of every civil, electrical or mechanical item
regarding the quantity and unit price would amount to treating the
tender as an item rate tender instead of a turnkey tender and hence
goes against the very spirit of a turn-key tender. In all the three
earlier CHP tenders of Subsidiary, bidders were required to fill out
the Formats for Price Bids in Proforma A,B,C ad D, although all the
three NITs were turn-key tenders. The issue of seeking unit rates
and quantities of individual items for Mechanical, Electrical and
Civil works needs to be looked into by the CTD or by the proposed
Contract Management Cell. A greater clarity on this matter needs
to emerge so that there is no scope for ambiguity in this regard.
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ii) Revision of Eligibility criteria: CMM when dealing with qualification
for award of contracts, mentions in Clause 3.4(b) at Pg.34 that
the average annual financial turnover of civil works during the last
3(three) years, ending 31st March of the previous financial year
should be at least 30% of the estimated civil cost. For a turnkey
contract of CHP involving Electrical, Mechanical and Civil works,
asking annual financial turnover based only on civil works should
be given a rethought.
			 iii) Greater clarity in CMM: With regards to turnkey bids when the bids
are submitted in three parts as per NIT: Technical and commercial
clarifications were sought from bidders in earlier two tenders of
CHP’s in Part II of the bid. These clarifications were sought from
all the bidders to ascertain whether Part II of their offer was in
conformity with the NIT. In that cases the bidders confirmed in
writing that they were in agreement with all the conditions of NIT
thus paving the way for opening of Part III i.e. Price Bid. The
clarifications sought from bidders were not considered as having
any financial implication or material deviation from the NIT nor
were such clarifications construed as post tender negotiations.
				 However when a similar situation arose in the tender for another third
earlier CHP tender, clarifications were not sought from the bidders
as it was construed that seeking clarifications whether their Part II
offers were in conformity with NIT would have financial implications
and hence would have amounted to post tender negotiations.
				 Seeking clarifications from bidders as to their adherence to NIT
should not be considered as making the bid unresponsive nor
should it be interpreted as post tender negotiations. This issue
needs to be clearly spelt out in the CMM so that such matters can
be resolved easily.
			 iv) Price of tender document: The price of tender document for value
of work above ` 5 crore has been fixed as ` 5000.00 as per CMF
2.08 of CMM. The price of tender document for NIT of 2* 30/36
MVA, 132KV/33KV Sub-station at OCP Expansion of another
subsidiary was ` 15000.00, which was fixed after taking approval
of that particular subsidiary Board. In the case of CHP tender of
subjected subsidiary, it was fixed at ` 20000.00 plus 4% VAT. The
CMM needs to be modified accordingly to ensure uniformity in
fixing the price of tender documents so that there is no ambiguity or
scope of discretion and there is no need to approach the respective
Board of Directors for approval.
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		 c) Errors in the auto evaluation system:
			 i) The auto evaluation software used to calculate qualifying requirement
for two works arrived at a figure of ` 96,12,50,000 as against the
tender document stipulation of ` 96,13,00,000. Thus the required
amount as per portal is ` 50,000 less than what has been stipulated
in the tender document.
			 ii) Again when the minimum qualifying experience for two works was
` 96,12,50,000, one of the bidder had completed two works of
` 153,80,00,000 and ` 95,54,56,380, the bidder was evaluated by
the system as COMPLIED.
				 Steps need to be taken by the concerned departments so that such
mistakes do not occur although there is a provision on the e-portal
that “the system is a Decision support system and the result/action
can always be overridden by the tender inviting authority which is
final and binding”.
4. Conclusion:
		 An improvement in the tendering system after adopting the e-procurement
system is visible in terms of transparency and less time taken. Incorporating
suggestions at serial nos. a) and b) above will possibly make the NIT a
better document. Regarding observation at serial no. c), auto evaluation
system needs to be made glitch free so that potential dispute points in
tendering can be avoided. No malafide has been found or can be attributed
to the tendering process.
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Case Study-7
1. Brief Introduction:
		 On 08.07.2014, one complaint was received alleging that, some of the
Company Officials are involved in cancelling tenders and helping M/s “D”
a Power Plant Company leading to huge financial loss to the Company.
No other details were given in the complaint. Investigation was started
and found Irregularities which were being committed since last three
years.
2. Irregularities Observed:
A) 3×10 MW Thermal Power Plant (TPP) owned by Company was leased
out to M/s “D” in the year 1991 for 20 years. After expiry of schedule
lease period on
		 31st March, 2011, the lease was extended for another year i.e. up
to 31st March 2012.Generation of power was stopped from October,
2011.
B) For fresh leasing of the plant activity towards preparation of bid
document was started on 30.09.2010. Thereafter there was substantial
delay in finalizing the tender for fresh leasing of the plant as summerised
below:		
i) The job of preparation of Bid document was entrusted to another
subsidiary company on 30.09.2010.
		 ii) Pre Bid meeting was finalized on 25.06.2011
		 iii) After finalization of Bid document, the proposal for tendering
of leasing initiated on 14.12.2011 was approved by competent
authority on 25.12.2011 and finally in Board on 29.12.2011.
		 iv) Thereafter 1st tender was floated on 16.01.2012 with date of
opening on 18.04.2012.
		 v) Due to non submission of any tender the tender was cancelled
and 2nd tender was floated on 06.06.2013 with date of submission
on 01.08.2013.
		 vi) During this period though the generation was stopped but the plant
was not handed over to Company or there was no action from the
then management to take the possession of the said plant. It was
apprehended that, as the plant was not handed over and was still
under the possession of M/s “D”, the prospective bidders were not
participating and in this way M/s “D” was involved in cancellation
of tender.
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		 vii) Then there was change in the Company Management and the
NIT was revised /modified considering the fact that the plant was
still under possession of M/s “D” and subsequent to the request
of the prospective bidders in the pre bid meetings.
		 viii) Thereafter the 3rd tender was invited on 01.03.2014 with date of
opening on 25.04.2014.
		 ix) Two bidders participated in the bidding process. This tender was
also not finalised till the starting of investigation process.
C) Observed loss on the part of Company in the following manner:		
i) Company was loosing the lease rent to the tune of ` 30 lacs per
month. Outstanding lease rent from July 2010 to June, 2014 was
` 15.02.Crore.
		
ii) The value of the plants and equipments installed at TPP is being
depreciated day by day without any return in terms of electrical
power and M/s “D” is not handing over the plant though the plant
is not under operation since October, 2010.
		 iii) M/s “D” is not interested to hand over the plant probably to avoid
huge payments due from them, by keeping the Company property
under their custody. So cancellation of the tender is helping them
indirectly, as they will have to hand over the plant to the successful
bidder if, the tender is finalized.
		

Thereafter, detailed investigation was started collecting the copies of
tender documents from the concerned department and continuous
monitoring was done by the vigilance department.
		 Company Director was requested to clarify following issues:		 a) Unauthorised occupation of T.P.P. by M/s “D” beyond the lease
period was not brought under the notice of Vigilance Department.
		 b) Vigilance department was to be enlightened about the initiation of
suitable measures by the concerned authorities of Company for
Eviction of M/s “D” from the Company owned TPP.
		 c) Since M/s “D”, being the only beneficiary of delay in the finalization
of the tender related to leasing of TPP, the undue delay in finalizing
the tender.
			 As a result , ultimately the tenders were technically accepted and
the price bid has also been opened and under process of placing
in the Company Board for obtaining approval before issuing fresh
lease order.
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Latest developments in the matter of finalization of tender are appended
below:i) Part 1 of the tender was opened on 25.04.14.
ii) Techno – Commercial part ( part-II) of the bid was opened on 03.09.14
iii) Price bid (part-III) was opened on 14.05.15.
iv) Final Tender Committee (T.C.) meeting was held on 23.09.2015 and the
T.C Recommendation is under process for placing, before competent
authority for obtaining approval before awarding the lease order.
		 In this context, it is worth mentioning that, the annual saving of Company
will be ` 12.55 Crore in terms of energy charges for the electricity
generated at TPP only to be paid to the L-1 bidder @ ` 6.72 per unit
instead of ` 7.38 per unit as was being paid earlier to M/s “D”.
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Case Study- 8
1. Introduction
		 A complaint was received in Vigilance Department relating to improper
system of payment to the beneficiaries of land losers by Company Officials
of “S” Area against acquisition of their land. In the complaint it was also
mentioned that, although the employment had been awarded to their
dependents in time, the cheques for payment to the land losers have been
issued haphazardly as per demand of bribes of concerned official(s).
		 Surprise verification was conducted at “S” Area on 16.09.2014 and the
following documents were collected from Finance and LRE department
of “S” Area office:		 From Finance department:		 i) A statement / list of cheques issued to Land losers containing 94 no.
of cheques.
		 ii) Photocopies of 2(Two) nos. of Payment vouchers dated 01.07.2014
		iii) Photocopies of 7(seven) nos. of cheques issued to different Land
losers lying with Finance department.
		 From LRE department:		 A written statement of Sr. Manager (Mining)/LRE, the concerned official,
regarding procedure of payment and record keeping relating to payment
to Land losers etc.
2. Irregularities observed:		 i) 94 (ninety four) nos. of cheques were issued from Finance department
for payment to different Land losers and these cheques were received
by LRE Dept. for disbursement to the land losers.
		 ii) Cheques have been issued in favour of the payee with name of the
bank and corresponding A/C no. in which the payee maintains his/
her account.
			 For example:Pay: ‘BUDDI MADDI, SYND. A/C No. 95272200051609’.
		 iii) The Payee use to take payment by cheques putting his signature
on a Revenue stamp at the appropriate place and he is identified
by two no. of witnesses, one of which is a local people and another
is the Asstt. Manager (Land/Survey) of LRE department, “S” Area.
The documents related to ownership details etc enclosed with the
payment voucher is authenticated by SOM (LRE), SO (M) and AFM
of “S” Area. Some other documents necessary for payment through
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bank such as photo copy of Pass book and voter identity card of the
land owner (with photo) are also enclosed with payment voucher.
		 v) 7 (seven) nos. of cheques which were issued to different Land losers
were found lying with Finance department. Out of which three nos.
of cheques have become stale due to expiry of their validity period
of three months from the date of issue. The concerned area Finance
Manager has said that these cheques will be cancelled shortly and
necessary accounting will be made accordingly.
		 vi) The payment to the land losers are made by Account payee cheque
mentioning bank name and account number with the cheque. The
cheques issued are not fully disbursed and some cheques are lying
with Finance department as unpaid and some of them have become
stale due to expiry of validity period of three months and no information
in writing has been given to the concerned land losers to collect their
cheques which are lying unpaid.
3. Action Taken:
		 System Improvement Measures Suggested relating to payment to the
beneficiaries / land losers was proposed by Vigilance Department and
accordingly orders issued by GM(Finance) IC, Company HQ addressing
to all areas relating to Procedure of payment to land losers which is as
below:		 a) Payment to land losers is to be made only by crediting directly to the
Bank accounts of the respective beneficiaries/land losers by NEFT/
RTGS.
		 b) In case of other payments also to minimize manual intervention, secured
payment is to be made as far as possible and 100% e-payment is to
be ensured for all transactions at the earliest.
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Case Study-9
1. Subject: Irregularities observed in deployment of private security
personnel at “R” Area of Company.
2. Introduction: On the basis of a complaint regarding irregularities in
connection with deployment of Private Security Guards at “R” Area,
Vigilance Department conducted an investigation.
		 It was alleged that, although it has been sanctioned and ordered to deploy
sixty private security guards at “R” Area, by M/s “U” but the supervisor of
this agency has deployed less numbers of private security guards and
taking money from “R” Area for deploying 60 (sixty) guards by illegal
means in connivance with the officials of “R” Area causing great pecuniary
loss to Company.
		 Documents related to the matter were collected from Area Authority of on
17.02.2014. A physical verification of private security guards deployed at
different posts of Rajmahal and Simlong Colliery was conducted along
with Area Security Officer and Supervisor of the Agency.
3. Irregularities Observed: The following outcomes were derived during
physical verification:		 i. Forty eight security persons were reportedly deployed at “R” Area and
twelve persons were deployed at Unit 1 as affirmed by Area authority
of “R” Area.
		 ii. Only fifty two (52) out of sixty (60) persons deployed for security by
the agency were found during physical verification. Rest eight (8)
persons could not present for physical verification by the agency.
		 iii. Only thirty seven (37) security persons, mostly deployed at Unit 2,
were being paid their salary through bank .Rest fifteen (15) security
persons were paid through cash as told by Area Authority of “R” Area.
		 iv. Only twenty three (23) security persons could show their Identity Card
during physical verification which were issued by the Agency. It was
also confirmed during investigation that Identity Cards to remaining
37 security persons were not issued.
		 v. Bills for the wages / salary of Private Security personnel deployed by
Agency were paid after getting approval of General Manager, “R” Area
in each month. The attendance given by agency along with the bill
was checked & verified by Security Sub Inspector and Area Security
Officer of “R” Area and the proposal for payment was initiated and
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submitted by Area Security Officer through Area Personnel Manager
and Area Finance Manager of “R” Area.
		 vi. The following points were mentioned in the Agreement:			 Point No. 21.6:- “The successful bidder will be required to make
payment of wages to the security personnel through Bank Accounts
in a time specified under The Payment of Wages Act 1936 and Minimum
Wages Acts & Rules 1948. The successful bidder shall submit bank
statement in support to such payment immediately on remittance of the
funds. No cash payment of wages will be allowed by the Company.”
			 Point No. 21.8 (f):- “The successful bidder shall issue Identity cards
duly countersigned by the officer-in-charge of the company to the
security personnel, who shall carry the same while on duty. In case, any
security personnel is found without proper identity card while on duty
his above act shall be viewed as an act of indiscipline. The successful
bidder shall strictly abide by the security rules and regulations enforced
by the company from time to time.”
4. Officials Responsible: In reply to a letter issued by General Manager
(Vigilance),the General Manager, “R” Area confirmed all the irregularities
found during the verification and also stated reasons of occurrence of
the same. But the reasons stated by GM, “R” Area were neither based
on documents nor convincing.
		 It was concluded that at least eight security personnel were actually not
deployed for duty. Out of 60 persons against whom wages were being
claimed and paid, only 37 were being paid through bank whereas just 23
were issued identity cards. The agency M/s “U” had claimed and drawn
excess payment to the tune of about ` 20 Lakhs in connivance with the
following officials of “R” Area of Company;
		 a) Security Sub-Inspector, Rajmahal Area
		 b) Area Security Officer, Rajmahal Area
		 c) Area Personnel Manager, Rajmahal Area
		 d) Area Finance Manager, Rajmahal Area
5. Action taken:
		 Competent Authority of Company has ordered to recover the excess
payment drawn by the agency M/s “U”. It was also ordered to start
departmental proceedings against the erring officials. Process of recovery
of excess payment from M/s “U” has been started and departmental
proceedings against the erring officials are in progress.
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		 On the basis of irregularities found during the above investigation the
following systemic improvement has been made throughout Company;
		 i) It is ensured since October 2014 that payment of wages/salary to
each and every private security person is made through bank.
		 ii) All private security personnel shall be issued Identity Cards as per
the requirement of the Contract/Agreement.
		 iii) Proper system has been devised by concerned Area Security Officers
to check and verify the physical attendance of all private security
personnel.
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Case Study-10
Installation of GPS based Vehicle Tracking System (VTS) & Geo-fencing
of Mining Areas to prevent Pilferage of Coal:
There have always been apprehensions in the mind of public at large about
the coal theft/pilferage in the coal industry. It is a fact that chances of illegal
diversion of coal do exist as the system is controlled by human intervention
at various levels. Taking a cue from the success of “GPS based Vehicle
Tracking System” in the supply of drinking water to the peripheral villages in
the year 2012, an idea of “Geo-fencing” emerged due to out of box thinking.
Thereafter, the Geo-fencing of all the ten Mining areas under the domain of
Company was carried out. System based alerts on Geo-fence violation is
also being monitored through e-Surveillance & Monitoring units at the HQ
and Area level, has resulted in reduction in Geo-fence violations from 2127
in January 2015 to 1821 in February to 1385 in March 2015 and 314 in April
2015 and is showing a fluctuating trend and the necessary interventions are
being taken from time to time to keep the geo-fence violations under check.
1800 Coal carrying tippers operating in the mining areas of Company have
been fitted with GPS/GPRS and a dedicated portal i.e. www.mclvts.in has
been developed for monitoring of Vehicle Tracking System (VTS). Also System
driven reports have been designed to get no. of trips, path travelled by the
tippers (lead), route violation report contract-wise and tipper-wise. “Geofencing” of mines area have been done in the said web-portal to prevent
coal theft. The installation of GPRS based VTS has enhanced a greater
transparency & effective monitoring of Coal transportation as also is ensuring
correct payments made to the transport contractors based on the leads
(distance) recorded by the dedicated portal. The other advantages of this
e-initiative have been online monitoring of movement of coal carrying tippers
thereby increasing in the efficiency of transportation of coal.

GPS based Vehicle Tracking System fitted in Coal-carrying Tippers
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Geo Fencing of Mine

Geo Fencing of Mine

Final Outcomes:
The installation of GPRS based VTS and Geo-fencing of Mine Areas have
enhanced the transparency & effective monitoring of Coal transportation as
also has started ensuring correct payments made to the transport contractors
based on the leads (distance) recorded by the dedicated portal for the purpose.
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The various outcomes of the implementation of this vigilance driven e-intiative
are:
(a) Online monitoring of movement of coal carrying tippers.
(b) Increase in the efficiency of transportation of coal.
(c) System based alerts on Geo-fence violation for taking immediate action.
(d) Reduction in Geo-fence violation from 2127 in January 2015 to 1821
in February and 1385 in March 2015 noticed.
(e) Record of travelled path by a tipper for cross checking of actual lead
travelled and correct payment made thereof to the contractor.
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Case Study-11
Stabilisation of Coalnet:
The stabilization of the existing “Coalnet” i.e. Wide Area Network (WAN) of
the Company spread over 2700 Sq. km. area through OFC/Radio Network
by making it as an important data repository w.r.t. On-line bill status, Coal
Production, PIS, Financial accountability, Material Management etc. could be
possible due to constant follow up through the regular field visits & sustained
efforts by the Vigilance Department.
The data repository in Coalnet is being effectively utilized for “real time
monitoring of contractual bills” which was one of the vulnerable area prone
to corrupt practices. The Real Time Monitoring of Contractual Bills through
the Coalnet has led to Payment of ` 5386.41 Cr. of contractual bill on first in
first out basis so far. Prior to year 2012 the delay was up to 3 months which
has now come down to 15 days. This has resulted in drastic reduction in
number of complaints w.r.t. contractual bill payments.
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The Sales and Marketing Module on the Coalnet has enabled Online Monitoring
of issuance of DO. On an average coal sale value of ` 138.36 Cr. in a year
has been refunded to 2130 consumers within one month from expiry of DO.

Coal Mining Sector being a vast & open sector, for proper monitoring of
contractual manpower engaged in coal transportation work, security work and
other annual contracts works, Personnel Information System (PIS) module
for contractual manpower was thought of and accordingly, the module had
been designed on coalnet. This has ensured transparency in execution of
contractual works and payments to the workmen thereof. A total of 22,109
departmental employees & around 14,000 contractual employees including
their photographs have been uploaded in the Coalnet and the PIS Module
is running successfully.
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Under the “Online Material Management System Module” after the codification
of all the 99513 materials, the chances of having different codes for the
same item in different stores have been eliminated. The major advantages
of the codification have been completely elimination of false indenting, need
based indenting of material and effective store inventory control. This has
resulted in Identification of dead moving items of ` 25 Crore and reduction
in inventory from ` 102 crore to ` 77 crore in a period of two years.
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Final Outcomes:
• Uniform ERP across 2700 sq. KM through OFC/Radio network.
• Real time monitoring of contractual bills leading to payment of ` 2347 Cr
(2014-15). 15 days time as against delay of 3 months earlier.
• Online monitoring of DO issue to consumers in 2-3 days as against one
month earlier.
• Refund of coal sale value of ` 138 cr. to 2130 consumers (2014-15) in one
month time as against 4-5 months delay earlier.
• Material codification of 98000 materials leading to identification of dead
moving items of ` 25 Cr.
• Reduction in store inventory of ` 102 Cr. to ` 77 Cr. in a period of two
years.
• Prevention of unwanted indenting of materials.
• Identification of real dependents of employees leading to prevention of
false claim of LTC/LLTC/Medical bills.
• Maintenance of Bank A/C, CMPF details with photo identification w.r.t.
34000 Executive, Non-executive and Contractual workers.
• Monitoring of breakdown/idle hours of HEMMs equipment.
• Monitoring of daily coal production/ Coal despatch/ OB removal.
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Case Study-12
Implementation of Monitoring & e-Surveillance Units in Enhancing
Operational Efficiency & Combating Corruption
To insist close monitoring in loading and transportation activities in the mine
areas and to ensure transparency, electronic surveillance in mine areas
have been the focal point. For this purpose, 51 nos. of CCTV and 92 nos.
of IP Camera have been installed in the Mining Areas. 8 Nos. of Control
rooms have also been started at Area level for monitoring of e-initiatives and
centrally a e-Surveillance & Monitoring Unit has been set up at MCL HQ.
This has started showing positive outcome in terms of transparency and
effective way of loading of rakes at the Railway Sidings avoiding Demurrage
Charges paid very oftenly by the MCL to the Railways. This has also resulted
in close monitoring of Coal quality & quantity. The loading time of railway
wagons have been reduced from 5-6 hours to 3-4 hours thereby avoiding
demurrage charges to the company to the tune of ` 88.03 Lakhs to ` 18.25
Lakhs in the last quarter.
e-Surveillance and Monitoring Unit at Mining Areas:
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CCTV Footage of Surveillance at Railway Sidings:

Final Outcomes:
This particular e-initiative taken up by our Vigilance Department has resulted
in the following benefits:
(a) Coal quality, quantity and loading time is being closely monitored.
(b) Monitoring of the wagon loading of coal has reduced the loading time
from 5-6 hours to 3-4 hours thereby avoiding demurrage charges to the
company.
(c) Demurrage charges borne by MCL in last quarter have been reduced
from ` 88.03 Lakhs to ` 18.25 Lakhs.
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Case Study-13
1. Subject: Case related to requirement & recruitment of security personnel
in a Company.
2. Source: Complaint related to irregularities in requirement & recruitment
of 1829 security personnel in Company against 1622 nos. ESM security
personnel engaged through DGR at various projects & HQ and 207 nos.
security personnel against vacancy as PR provision of 524.
3. Brief of the case On going through the files & documents related to approval of requirement
of the posts for security personnel, mode of filling up of the requirement
and approval, tendering process for selection of the firm for recruitment,
recruitment process by outside agency have been collected from the
recruitment & manpower department.
4. Observation: The brief of observation of the case at different stages are
as followsA. Requirement of Additional 1622 Security personnel 		
i. The excerpts of the minutes of the Meeting of the Functional Directors
of Company is reproduced as -“It was decided that with a view to
strengthen Security in Company, 1622 Security Personnel of DGR
engaged by Company may be dispensed with and an equal number
of Departmental Security Personnel in their place may be recruited.
For this purpose a proposal may be processed for approval of the
Board in its next meeting.”
		 ii. The requirement of additional 1622 security personnel against DGR
sponsored ESM personnel in the Company is not based on project
report provision or after detailed study of requirement at different
projects/ units & HQ. It was an arbitrary figure without justification
of requirement considering the locations, type of security personnel
required etc.
		 iii. The fact related to the requirement of 1622 Security personnel
against DGR sponsored ESM security personnel of different grades,
which was over and above the Project Report Provision of 524
& sanction strength of 521, was not indicated in the proposal of
G.M. (Security) for Company Board and proposal of Personnel
Department & IED to Company Board for Manpower Budget
approval.
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iv. The rank wise requirement of DGR sponsored security personnel
were not proposed while including the additional 1622 security
personnel in Manpower budget 2013-14 without any justification
for not considering the Gunman as Armed Guards and considering
only ASSI and Security Guards for recruitment.
		 v. The proposal of Manpower budget for 2013-14 and Board Note with
additional 1622 security was justified on overall basis including daily
rated employees and executives indicating the total requirement of
6043 monthly rated employees in 2013-14 against sanction strength
of 4207 as per XII Plan approved for 2013-14, which is more by
1836 due to addition of security personnel 1622 and other 214 in
monthly rated manpower for 2013-14, which was not found correct
on the part of IED & Manpower/Personnel Departments and hiding
of the facts with Company Board.
		 vi. There was financial implication on the company due to additional
requirement of 1622 security personnel for their wages, perquisites,
allowances, medical, housing retirement benefits etc, which not
considered in the initial proposal as well as Manpower budget.
		 vii. The proposal of manpower budget for the year 2013-14 with
additional requirement of 1622 security personnel had not been
routed through the Director (Finance) before approval of CMDof
Company for financial concurrence for put up the proposal to
Company Board.
B. Approval for mode of filling the requirement –
		
i. It has been indicated in the Manpower Budget for 2013-14 that
the requirement of Manpower would be filled up mainly through
fresh recruitment, employment to land looser and transfer from
other subsidiaries of Holding Company, which was approved by
Subsidiary Board. But it was indicated in initial Note put up in the
175th meeting of Company Board that the requirement of 1622
security personnel will be filled through open advertisement with
more preference for PAPs and through campus selection at different
Soldier Board/Military Cantonment etc.
		 ii. Personnel Deptt. Of Company had sent the letter to Holding
Company for permission to recruit 2268 personnel of different
category including 1622 additional security personnel with specific
permission as			 a. Direct Recruitment for 2268 posts and
			 b. Selection of Security from Ex-Servicemen pool
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			 c. Through Open advertisement and
			 d. Through Campus selection at different Soldiers Boards/Military
Contentment, etc.
			 But Holding Company had given approval for open recruitment of
2268 posts of different designations as per the respective cadre
scheme.
C. Hiring of outside agency for helping the recruitment process:
The recruitment process was not done through online means (i.e Web
based), despite the fact that the same was proposed by General Manager
(P/MP&R) and approved by CMD of Company and the agency hired
was also having experience of doing online recruitment, but by not
adopting online procedure resulted in many candidates not receiving
the admit cards as well as interview call letters.
D. Recruitment Process:
i. The admit card was to be despatched to the eligible candidates
prior to three weeks of the date of examination i.e, 28th and 29th
May 2015 but the recruitment agency had booked the Admit Card
on 19.05.2014 and no details as to when the postal department
actually despatched to the candidates i.e 10 days before the written
test against the requirement of 21 days. Admit cards were uploaded
on website on 17th May 2014, again 12 days before the written test.
ii. List of code wise and category wise of the result of the written exam
within 10 days from the date of examination along with admit cards
was to be sent to Company by the agency hired i.e 10th June 2014
but the same was received at Company on 10.07.2014. The delay
was more than 30 days.
iii. The interview letters was to be despatched to the eligible candidates
prior to three weeks of the date of interview i.e for special drive,
04th Aug 2014 and for normal drive, letter dispatch should have
been 09th Aug 2014 but from the complaints received along with
documentary proof that in one of the complaints the interview letter
was despatched on 06.09.2014 and the interview date was also
06.09.2014 similar situation was also with another complainants.
It is clear that interview letters were despatched very late on for
normal drive, which is irregular.
iv. Details of three candidates were sought from the agency, who had
not written their roll numbers in lower portion of OMR sheet and
roll numbers were given after matching their details on Application
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Form and lower portion of OMR along with the attendance sheet,
which was not in line with the instruction given to the candidates in
the admit card.
v. 3033 OMR sheet of the written test held on 29th May 2014 of NRD
of Security Guards, were scrutinized and the following discrepancies
were observed:
• OMR sheet had a number printed on it, which was darkened,
but was still readable. The purpose of coding and decoding by
Company of the OMR sheet was lost.
• Whitener’s were used in 133 OMR sheets, whereas there were
no instructions to the candidates regarding use of whitener. But
was accepted and evaluated by the agency. Therefore 133 OMR
sheets of the candidates were not eligible for evaluation out of
which 94 candidates qualified for the interview.
• Scratches were made on 260 OMR sheets, whereas there were
no instructions to the candidates regarding not to put any stray
marks on the OMR sheet. But was accepted and evaluated by
the agency. Therefore 260 OMR sheets of the candidates were
not eligible for evaluation out of which 177 candidates qualified
for the interview.
• There was also no instruction regarding once a circle is darkened,
it cannot be changed. But was accepted and evaluated by the
agency.
• 10 OMR sheet had series change on it. But was accepted and
evaluated by the agency.
• 02 OMR sheets had roll number/name written on it. But was
accepted and evaluated by the agency. Therefore 02 OMR sheets
of the candidates were not eligible for evaluation.
5. Conclusion:
From the above it is seen that initiation of requirement of additional
1622 security personnel, justification given while putting the proposal
for recruitment against DGR security personnel & inclusion of additional
security personnel in the manpower budget for approval of Company
Board, Approval from Holding Company for direct recruitment, Drafting
of NIT /tender document for hiring of outside agency to help recruitment
process and selection of outside agency have been dealt in very casual
manner and not as per norms of the company.
It is seen from the enquiry, there are glaring lapses observed in the
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recruitment process. The departure from online recruitment to Pen &
Paper recruitment and points proposed at time of administrative approval
were not incorporated in the tender document at the time of hiring of
outside agency to help recruitment process of Company, leave the scope
for manipulation. There were no control of Company officials on the
recruitment process handled by outside agency and recruitment department
of Company was also not serious about the activities and the procedures
during recruitment process, which while investigating the matter were
observed and highlighted.
6. Action taken:
i. It has been proposed to reassess requirement of additional 1622 number
of post of security personnel against DGR sponsored ESM security
agency’s personnel based on the actual strength with justification,
financial impact on the Company is to be done & also to be processed
through proper channel before approving by the Board.
ii. It has been recommended to cancel recruitment process of NRD and
SRD 2014 of security personnel held on 28th and 29th June 2014 for
security guards & ASSI.
iii. It has been proposed to initiate suitable action as deemed fit against
the recruitment agency as per the terms and conditions of the tender.
iv. Major penalty proceeding has been recommended against two officials
and matter has been sent to CVC for 1st stage advice.
v. Systemic improvement suggestions recommended avoiding the lapses
and streaming line the future recruitment.
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Case Study-14
1. Subject: Case of Misappropriation of fund.
2. Introduction: Investigation was conducted in an Underground Mine where
Coal is produced by underground mining method using both departmental
and contractual man power for carrying out various mining operations.
3. Source :• A source information was received in CVO’s office regarding
misappropriation of fund but no documentary evidences were mentioned
to surface out the allegations.
• CVO immediately took cognizance of the same and sent a team of
vigilance officers to find out the facts.
• The team reached the mine and discreetly tried to gather the facts
regarding the allegations.
4. Irregularities detected:
After preliminary verification, following irregularities were prima facie
observed:• Splitting of estimates of contractual works repetitively.
• Estimates were forwarded without mentioning justification of the work
required to be taken up contractually.
• Wider circulation of NITs were not ensured as per norms of the company
by not dispatching the NITs through Dispatch system.
• Tender Documents were sold to only two bidders of a particular group
against each NIT in most of the NITs.
• Tender Issue Register was not maintained.
• Tender Receiving / Opening Register was also not maintained.
• CMPF /PF amount provisions were considered in the estimates,
incorporated in the NIT provisions but same was not deducted from
the contractor’s bills for deposition to Regional Commissioner , CMPF
along with Employer’s Contribution so that same could be deposited to
the Contractual Worker’s CMPF account. Instead of deduction of CMPF
amount considered in the estimate from the contractor’s bills, the amount
were paid to the contractor. Thus the pecuniary benefits extended to
the contractor at the cost of legitimate rights of contractual workers and
also tarnished the image of the company as principal employer by such
wrong doings.
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• It was also observed that LPC was issued without deduction of PF/
CMPF and no LPCIssue Register was maintained. Moreover, LPC was
issued without authentication of actual labour deployed for the work.
• Attendance of contractual workers for underground contractual works
as per LPC, Cap Lamp Issue Register and no. of labour derived from
the bill amounts paid to the contractor were not matching. There were
wide variations in these data which shows contractual labours were
considered in the estimate on much higher side than actually required
and the bills were paid to the contactor on the basis of these inflated
estimate amounts without considering the actual no. of labour deployed
for the work from the Cap Lamp Issue Register, extending financial
benefits to the contractor and unknown others.
• Payments were released to the contractors without signature of Sub
Area Manager and Asst. Manager (Finance) on the relevant pages of
measurement books against the bills of contractors in violation to the
provisions of Clause –D at page no: 55 of Finance Manual- Vol-1 (PartII) and provisions of Clause 6.01 (iv) & 6.04 of MCEW.
• Most of the MBs were not having the name of the person to whom MBs
were issued with the signature of the officer In-charge / Colliery Manager
authenticating the MBs, which is in violation to the Provisions of Clause
-5 (j) , Page -52 of Finance Manual –Vol-1 ( Part-II) and provisions of
clause 5.14.2 (i) of MCEW.
5. System Study & Evidence Gathered:
Vigilance team conducted a system study regarding deployment of
contractual man power, justification of estimates, tendering and billing
process at the mine.
During investigation documents such as work award files, Cap Lamp Issue
Registers, C-Form Attendance Register for Under Ground Contractual Man
Power, payment vouchers indicating payments made to the contractors
along with statutory deductions made, Measurement Books etc. were
taken into custody.
6. Modus operandi:
Estimates were prepared by keeping the value below Rs. 2 lakhs to bring
within the ambit of DOP of SAM (Sub Area Manager) for inviting tenders
and were awarded to favored contractors by restricting the circulation of
NIT and allowed ring tendering /cartelization with only two participating
bidders. In some cases one bidder participated in the name of three firms.
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He was the sole proprietor of one company and power of attorney holder
of other two firms. He along with supporting documents of one of the two
bidders in cartel secured award of work time and again in his favor.
During the relevant period, total contractual man power deployed in
underground as per Cap Lamp Issue Register and as per payment
made to the contractors were 81,801 Nos and 1,31,000 Nos respectively
which conclusively established that false payments were released to the
contractors as all these works were labour based. This irregularity resulted
in loss of ` 1.40 crores.
It was established through documentary evidences that CMPF contributions
were required to be deducted from the contractors’ bills, as per provision
stipulated in the Work Order/NITs and in concerned estimates but the same
was not deducted. Moreover, the equal proportion amounts were to be
deposited by the contractor as workers’ contribution, as per CMPF norms,
before obtaining LPC but the same was not deposited. Subsequently, this
total amount had to be deposited to the office of CMPF commissioner
but the same was not done. Such amount is due to be paid to the CMPF
office by the principal employer which was about 0.7 crores.
Thus total loss caused to the company comes to ` 2.10 crores.
7. Action taken by the Organization for the lapses on the part of officials
involved as per their responsibilities:
Sl.
No.

Designation
of official

1)

Sub Area
Manager

2)

Asst. Manager
(Finance)

Lapses

Resultant loss to
the Company and
justification

Penalty

i) False payments.
ii) Cartelisation.
iii) Promoted splitting of works.
iv) Payment of undue PF amount
to the contractors which was meant
for payment to contractual labours
through PF Commissioner.
v) Awarding of work without any
competitive bidding.
vi) Non receipt of equal share of PF
amount as Employer’s Contribution.
vii) Flouting company’s Guide lines.
viii) Involvement in inflated and
unrealistic estimates.

Primarily responsible for
direct loss to the company
based on documentary
evidences to the tune of
` 2.1 crores and indirect
losses on account of
cartelization, splitting and
noncompetitive
bidding
cannot be ascertained.

Major

Same as above

Equally responsible for
resultant loss to the company
to the tune of ` 2.1 crores

Major
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Resultant loss to
the Company and
justification

Sl.
No.

Designation
of official

3)

Manager
(Survey)

Same as above

Also responsible for resultant
loss to the company.

Major

4)

Colliery
Manager

Same as above

Also responsible for resultant
loss to the company during
his tenure.

Major

5)

Dy Manager
(Pers.)

Issue of LPC without ensuring
statutory
deductions
and
nonexistence of LPC Issue Register.

Responsible for excessive
undue payments to the
contractors amounting to
` 70 lakhs.

Major

Lapses

Penalty

8. Conclusion:
Regular Departmental Action (RDA) was initiated against 11 erring officials
which is in progress. Besides RDA, due to criminality involved in the matter,
case has also been taken up by CBI and registered a Regular Case.
Action for recovery of CMPF amount paid to contractors and suitable
action against them is in process.
On the basis of facts, observations and response of officials during
verification and as per documentary evidences available, it is concluded
that major irregularities committed at the mine, which caused loss to the
company are as enumerated below:a) A loss of ` 1.4 Crores was caused to the Company by releasing false
payments to the Contractors.
b) A loss of ` 0.7 Crores caused to the Company by not deducting CMPF
amount from the Contractor’s Bills and by not getting deposition of equal
share by Contractors and deposition of both amounts to the Regional
Commissioner CMPF.
The details of these two aspects are explained as below:Sl No

Item

Loss to the company

1

Comparison
of
contractual
manpower as per C-Form /Cap
Lamp Issue Register vis-a-vis
payment made to the contractor.

2

Non deduction of PF from the ` 35 Lakhs
contractor’s bills.

` 1.40 crores
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Remarks
Payment of approx. 1, 33,000
man-shift released against the
actual entry of 81,801 nos.
contractual man shifts in the
mine.
Contractors and concerned
officials got benefitted with this
amount as this undue amount
was paid to the contractors.

Sl No

Item

3

Non receipt of equal share of PF
amount as employer’s contribution
from the contractors.

Loss to the company

4

Awarding of works to a contractor Losses on this account No competitive bidding for
who is also power of attorney holder cannot be ascertained. these cases as there is only
for L-2 tenderi.e. Award of work
one bidder.
under single tender.

5

Cartelization in tenders.

Losses on this account
cannot be ascertained.

Officers and contractors working
together hand in gloves.

6

False payments by awarding
of works on inflated estimates
and releasing payment thereof
on the basis of estimates
without considering actual no. of
contractual labour deployed during
execution.

Losses already covered
in item no:1 of this table.

Fact agreed by the concerned
officials in their statements.

7

Splitting of works repetitively.

Losses on this account
cannot be ascertained.

Competitive bidding avoided
to maintain the cartelization.
Fact agreed by the concerned
officials in their statements.

8

Non maintenance of mandatory
official documents. (Estimate
Dispatch Register, NITDispatch
Register, Tender Opening Register,
TCRDispatch Register, LPCIssue
Register etc.)

Losses on this account
cannot be ascertained

Intentional administrative failure
to pave way for cartelization and
false payments.

` 35 Lakhs
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Remarks
Contractors and concerned
officials got benefitted with this
amount.

Case Study-15
1. Subject: Case of Undue Financial Benefits Given To Various Private
Security Agencies.
2. Introduction: Deployment of private security agencies;
In view of acute shortage of Security Personnel, private security agencies
are being given the job of deployment of security personnel at all the Area
Establishments and HQ on being sponsored by the Directorate General
Resettlement. The DGR sponsors the security agencies on fulfillment of
certain criteria. Such sponsored agencies are allotted the job of providing
security services for a period of 2 years. One of the prime conditions
for the security agencies is to deploy at-least a minimum of 90% of ExServicemen, i.e., personnel discharged from defense services. A maximum
of 10% of deployed strength may be civilian guards.
The Terms of Agreement entered into with the Security Agencies provide
that:
• Minimum wages as per the Circulars issued by the Central Labour
Commissioner would be paid to the security personnel
• 24% of Basic plus DA will be paid extra to the personnel if minimum
90% Ex-servicemen are deployed
• Service charges @ 14% of the bill amount would be paid on deployment
of minimum 90% of Ex-servicemen.
• If the criteria of maintaining the minimum ratio of Ex-servicemen is not
fulfilled, the additional amount of Coalfield Allowance is not payable
and the service charges payable would be 6% only.
3. Irregularities Detected:
Initially, an audit observation by the Commercial Audit Wing of Comptroller
and Auditor General of India pointed out that at one of the coal producing
Areas, one security agency has not deployed minimum 90% of Exservicemen, but claimed additional amount of 24% of Coalfield Allowance
and higher Service Charges @ 14%. Investigations conducted by the
Vigilance Department revealed that, in connivance with some of the Area
Officials, the security agency has deliberately resorted to Impersonation,
Cheating and Forgery and managed to claim and receive additional amounts
on account of Coalfield Allowance and higher service charges although not
entitled to since the minimum deployment of 90% Ex-servicemen was not
done. By way of false claims, the security agency was unduly benefited
by ` 127.00 lakhs during its tenure of 2 yrs.
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4. Modus Operandi of The Fraud: During the Investigation it was observed
that:
b) The security agency has not deployed the personnel purported to be
deployed as per the list of employees submitted to the Area before
commencement of work.
c) The monthly attendance sheets contained only 20-25% of Ex-servicemen
names and rest were civilians.
d) The bank acquaintance rolls contained some names which have not
at all appeared in the monthly attendance sheets.
e) Since the agency was required to submit the bank acquaintance
rolls of previous month along with the bills of succeeding month as a
proof of having paid the salaries to the security personnel, the agency
submitted false and fabricated acquaintance rolls just to complete the
documentation.
It is found that the concerned officials of the Area have certified the
monthly attendance sheets without verifying the same with the list of
ESM employees. As a result, undue financial benefit has been given to the
security agency to the tune of Rs.127 lakhs over a period of 2 years.The
bank acquaintance rolls were also not verified with the monthly attendance
sheets and list of ESM employees, thereby giving the security agency
ample scope to commit fraud by way of impersonation and cheating.
5. Evidence Gathered:
During the course of investigation, the monthly attendance sheets have
been verified with the list of employees submitted by the Agency and
also compared with the Bank Acquaintance rolls. On month-by-month
comparison it was revealed that the agency has never deployed minimum
90% Ex-servicemen but managed to draw excess amounts on account of
CFA and higher service charges. The bank acquaintance rolls submitted
contained many names which are not appearing in the monthly attendance
sheets.
In essence, the investigations revealed that:
a) The Security Agency, although submitted the list of Ex-servicemen
purported to be deployed at the Area, did not infact deploy the persons
fully out of such list.
b) The monthly attendance sheets contained many names which are not
out of the ESM list which shows that civilians other than ESM were
deployed on duty.
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c) The monthly bills were got certified by the concerned officials wrongly
that minimum 90% of Ex-servicemen were deployed during the month
thereby claiming undue amounts on account of Coalfield Allowance
and higher service charges.
d) The bank acquaintance rolls were arbitrarily made and submitted so
as to fulfill the documentation part, but, infact, contained many names
which are not appearing in the attendance sheets.
6. Action Taken: In view of the fraudulent practices adopted by the Security
Agency in connivance with some of the officials of the Area, a case has
been registered with the CBI and Regular Departmental Action has also
been initiated.
Similar investigations have been conducted at other Areas of the Company
also. Same modus operandi and fraudulent practices of same nature have
been brought to light in 3 more Areas. The total amount of fraud in the
other 3 Areas worked out to Rs.225 lakhs approximately. As the matter
involved Criminal conspiracy, forgery, cheating and criminal breach of
trust, it has been referred to the CBI for an in-depth investigation. The
CBI has registered a Regular Case u/s 120-B of IPC and u/s 13(2) r/w
13(1)(d) of PC Act, 1988 and is investigating the matter.
7. Systemic Improvements Suggested:
a) In order to stop recurrence of such fraud in any area, necessary systemic
improvements such as periodical physical attendance parade, checking
of required documents, checking of bank acquaintance rolls with previous
months attendance sheets etc. have been suggested.
b) Further, the Areas have been advised to send the salaries of the security
personnel of the private security agencies along with the list of employees
directly to the banks and obtain acknowledgement so that the private
agencies will not have scope to manipulate such lists.
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Case Study-16
1. Subject: A Case of Coal Pilferage in a Open Cast Coal Mine.
2. Introduction: An investigation was conducted in the matter of irregularities
committed in coal production reporting system at one of the Opencast
Mines. Coal production was being done by an ESM Agency as per sponsorship from Dir. Gen (Resettlement) MOD, GOI, N. Delhi. Over burden was
being done by a PSU contractor.
The operations are mainly(i)		 Extraction of coal and its stacking at earmarked coal stock yards with
proper records of equipment’s & manpower deployed for the work.
The coal transporter has to abide by all the terms & conditions of the
NIT as well as of the Work Order / Agreement during execution of the
work and claiming payment thereof and
(ii)		 Removal of OB and its stacking at designated dump yards with
proper records of HEMMs & manpower deployed for the work. The
OB contractor has to abide by all the terms & conditions of the NIT as
well as of the Work Order/ Agreement during execution of the work
and claiming payment thereof.
Obligation on the part of Mine Management:
Mine management has to ensure compliance of terms & conditions of
coal production and OB removal contracts, marking of attendance of
contractual man power shift wise in ‘Form-D’ & to issue LPC for release
of payments, accounting and reporting of actual coal and OB production
in the mine etc. Mine management has also to cross check the monthly
coal production &OB removal by survey measurements by maintaining
coal &OB production records in prescribed formats as per yellow book
as under :
Shift wise departmental coal production report by S/I-C

Form-1D

Shift wise contractual coal production report by S/I-C

Form-1E

Daily departmental coal production report by Manager

Form-2D

Daily contractual coal production report by Manager

Form-2E

Daily departmental coal production report by SAM
Daily contractual coal production report by SAM

Form-3A

Mine management has to keep the records of entry & exit of all the vehicles
to the mine to prevent un-authorized Entry & Exit of vehicles to check the
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coal pilferage. Mine management has to arrive at actual dumper factor of
the vehicles deployed in coal & OB operations time to time.
Methodology followed during verification of information received:
The sequence of verification by vigilance team is as follows:On 18/07/14, team took a copy of coal transportation soft data in to a
Pen-drive from the WB computer. Then the team went to the pit office
in search of the basic records i.e. shift in-charge’s report. There also,
these records were not found in the Almirah, table drawers and other
cabinets meant to keep records. Team searched further for these records
as these were the basic records. Thereafter team started searching for
these documents in the waste materials / documents being dumped at
corners of the office. Suddenly one of the team member found one such
shift in-charge register in very bad condition covered with coal dust. In this
register the record of coal trips done by coal transporter & OB contractor
along with man power details were found mentioned. Subsequently few
more registers were also found from the same place covered with coal
dust. The team left the mine site by taking into custody all these records
and went to SAM’s office at 2.30 pm.
In SAM’s office the team requisitioned Form-2D, 2E & 3A, various coal
stock measurement reports, coal transportation bills from face to stock, coal
transportation bills from mine to siding along with MB’s etc. After tallying
the details of form-2E with the details of form-1E it was noticed that there
is a difference in the coal production figure, showing irregularities in Coal
Production Reporting System. At about 10.00pm on the same day, team
again reached the mine to record the statements of the supervisory staff in
the night shift i.e. Mining-Sirdars, Overmen and Weighbridge clerks etc. All
of them stated that OB contractor was deployed in coal production work.
From their statements it was also known that departmental HEMMs were
also engaged in coal production work. When asked about the weighment
of coal carrying dumpers of OB contractor, they all stated that weighment
of these dumpers were not taken at weighbridges due to their oversize.
The trips of these dumpers were used to be noted down in shift In-place
register.
On 19/07/14, team started compiling the data of coal production done
by various means vis-à-vis reported / billed data in a tabulated form for
the period from Oct’13 to March’14.From the analytical study of these
tables, it was revealed that the coal production done by OB contractor
was not reported in TOTO while reporting the coal production of the mine
by the Colliery Manager & SAM whereas the same were recorded by
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shift In-Charges in form-1E. On being confirmed regarding prevalence
of misappropriation of coal, the statements of operators of Departmental
HEMMs and MTKs (attendance clerks) were recorded.
Analysis of data during the investigation:
On 20/07/14, team again visited the mine site and reached pit top office to
seize the contractual man power attendance register (Form-D) in respect
of coal production work and observed that coal production figure had been
booked even when attendance of man power deployed by coal transporter
was nil on few days indicating over billing in the name of coal transporter.
The statements of Sr. Clerk to Colliery Manager, Shift in-charges were
recorded regarding coal production from face to stock by various agencies
such as OB contractor, Coal Transporter & Departmentally and it’s reporting
system.
Logic and Reasoning followed in resolving the matter:
On 21/07/14, team prepared a table consisting of the details such as
manpower deployed by coal transporter shift wise in Form-D, trips of coal
transporter as per Shift in-charge report and trips of coal transporter as
per billing on which payment was released to the coal transporter. After
preparation of this table its analytical study revealed that there is wide
difference between the coal trips as per Form-1E vis-à-vis billed trips
resulting in excess payment to the coal transporter for the quantity of
73,180 MT and for an amount of ` 27.80 lakhs.
Team finalized the compilation of data of coal production done by various
means vis-à-vis reported / billed data in a tabulated form for the period
from Oct’13 to March’14. This table clearly showed that coal production
was not reported as per provisions mentioned in the Yellow Book. While
calculating the quantity of coal produced as per Form-1E but not reported,
the figure comes to 49,100 MT of coal of about value of ` 19.6 crores. This
quantity of misappropriated coal was also calculated by another method
as a cross check considering coal stock measurements & reports done
by external teams and got tallied. All the relevant documents were taken
into custody from which the data’s were tabulated as stated above.
3. Irregularities Observed:
• Un-authorized deployment of OB contractor in coal production and not
accounting the same in production figure purposefully.
• Compromising the Coal Production Reporting System.
• Excess payment to the coal transporter for ` 27.80 lakhs.
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• Coal produced departmentally but not reported in Form-2D purposefully
and about 32,811 MT of coal was included in the coal transporter’s
billed quantity.
• Consequently misappropriation of about 49,100 MT of coal of value of
` 19.6 crores was taken place.
• Concerned officials allowed to commit above irregularities by not
complying the relevant provisions applicable in the company.
• The irregularities found were so grave in nature involving criminal
conspiracy showing nexus with coal mafia.
4. Action Taken by the Organization for the lapses on the part of officials
involved as per their responsibilities:
Sl No

Designation

Lapses

1

Area General Manager
(Recommended Major
Penalty Proceedings)

a) Allowed deployment of OB Contractor in coal production
work without competent approval in violation to the terms
& conditions of ESM agreement & provisions of Clause: 9.2
(b) of CMM.
b) Coal production done by this OB contractor in TOTO was not
accounted in annual coal production figure.
c) Departmental coal production in TOTO was not accounted in
annual coal production figure.
d) He allowed deployment ofHEMMs in coal production but
approval for coal stacking site for this departmental production
was not given, resulting in dumping of dept. coal in coal stock
yards earmarked for contractual patch.

2

Sub Area Manager
& Colliery Manager
(Recommended Major
Penalty Proceedings)

In addition to the above lapses from a) to d), he is also responsible
for the following lapses:a) Departmental coal production in TOTO was not accounted in
annual coal production figure and was not reported in Form2D as per Yellow Book.
b) He reported the daily coal production in Form- 3 A & 2E by
purposefully excluding some quantity of coal as reported by
shift in-charges.
c) Dumper factor mentioned in Form-2E was abnormally high
ranging from 16.6 to 43.60 and even more to accommodate
the over reporting by keeping the no. of trips same.
d) Allowing abnormally more no. of tippers than required (six
times) for siding coal transportation.
f) False & Excess payment to coal transporter by
• Booking coal production figure against NIL man power
attendance of coal transporter.
• LPC issued for less no. of workers without tallying the same
with the attendance marked in Form-D.
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Sl No
3

Designation
A) Survey Officer
B) Finance Manager
C) Personnel Officer
(Recommended Major
Penalty Proceedings
Against Above All)
D)Transport Officer
(Recommended Minor
Penalty Proceedings )

Lapses
False & Excess payment to coal transporter by
Booking coal production figure against NIL man power attendance
of coal transporter.
LPC issued for less no. of workers without tallying the same with
the attendance marked in Form-D.

5. Present Status: As the case is having criminal conspiracy, criminal breach
of trust and cheating, the case has been handed over to CBI for in-depth
investigation. CBI based on our recommendation registered a regular
case (RC) under section 120-B, 409 & 420 of IPC and 13(2) r/w 13(1) &
(d) of PC Act 1988.
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Case Study-17
1. Subject: Case of irregularities in procurement of Spares of Electric Motors.
2. Introduction: This is a case of irregularities observed in procurement of
spares of a particular make of motors, wherein the spares required for
assembling a Motor were procured at a much higher cost than the price
of a new Motor.
3. Nature of Work: Motors are extensively used as a driving force for operation
of various machineries used in Underground as well as open cast mines
viz Pumps, Conveyor Belt, Haulage, Ventilation fan,HEMM etc.
4. Irregularities: During inspection, it was found that 16 indents for
procurement of spares of “X” make Motors were raised on piece meal basis
by one Area of the Company within a short span by splitting the indents
to restrict the value of all indents within the delegation of power(DOP) of
the mine.
S. No

Indent
No.

Date

1

47

30.12.13

a) Stator Assly-03

Items

2

48

30.12.12

a) Rotor Assly-03
b) Cooling Fan-03
c) Fan Cover-03
d) Terminal Box-03

3

63

31.01.13

a) Rotor Assly-01
b) Cooling Fan-01
c) Terminal Box-01

4

5

6

64

65

66

31.01.13

31.01.13

31.1.13

Motor
Specification

867000.00
FLP 37 KW

769470.00

785305.00
NFLP 135KW

a) Stator Assly-01
b) Fan Cover-01

948740.00

a) Rotor Assly-03
b) Fan Cover -03
c) FLP terminal Box-03

FLP 37 KW

a) Stator Assly-03
b)Cooling Fan-03
c)FLP Terminal Assly-03

FLP 22KW

a) Stator Assly-03
b) Cooling Fan-03

FLP 37 KW

a) Rotor Assly-03
b)Fan Cover-03

FLP22KW
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Indent Value
(`)

1297962.00

1352340.00

S. No

Indent
No.

Date

7

69

31.01.13

8

9

10

11

70

71

72

74

31.01.13

31.01.13

31.01.13

31.01.13

Motor
Specification

Indent Value
(`)

a) Stator Assly-01
b) Fan Cover-01

NFLP 135KW

948560.00

a) Rotor Assly- 02
b) Fan Cover- 02
c) Terminal Box -02

FLP 37KW

a) Stator Assly-02
b) Cooling Fan-02

FLP 55KW

a) Stator Assly-02
b) Cooling Fan-02

FLP 37KW

a) Rotor Assly-02
b) Fan Cover-02
c)FLP terminal Box-02

FLP 55KW

a) Rotor Assly-04
b) Fan Cover-04
c) FLP Terminal Box-04

FLP 11KW

a) Stator Assly-04
b) Cooling Fan-04

FLP 15 KW.

a) Stator Assly-04
b) Cooling Assly-04

FLP 11KW

a) Rotor Assly-04
b) Fan Cover-04
c) FLP Terminal Box-04

FLP 15 KW

Items

12

74-A

31.01.13

a) Rotor Assly-01
b) Coolinf Fan-01
c) Terminal Box-1

13

80

08.02.13

a) Stator Assy-01
b) Terminal Box-01

14

81

09.02.13

a) Fan Cover-01
b) Cooling fan Assly-01
c) Rotor Assy-01

15

108

22.3.13

a) Fan Cover-01
b) Cooling fan Assly-01
c) Rotor Assy-01
d) Terminal Box-01

16

109

22.3.13

a) Stator Assy-01

995680.00

848960.00

774750.00

730760.00

NFLP 135KW

785305.00
1001290.00
862210.00

NFLP 125 KW
907710.00
955790.00

All these 16 indents were meant for spares of 8 ratings of Motors and
contained same five spares such as (a) Stator Assy, (b) Rotor Assy,
(c) Fan Cover, (d) Cooling fan Assy, (e) Terminal Box for each rating of
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Motors. These indents were split in such a manner that 2 indents covers
five components of each rating of Motors. The indented 5 spares are the
major components of a motor and when assembled a complete motor can
be made. By way of above 16 indents, the mines assembled 25 Complete
Motors of indented 08 ratings. The mines are not permitted to procure new
Motor as the same is of capital in nature and being procured by Company
HQ.
Although the mines did not have the population of indented rating of “X”
make Motors, but the requirement of spares of such Motors were raised
and procured on proprietary basis to extend undue favour of Approx. Rs.
1.8 crore to the dealer of motor manufacturer.
5. Evidence gathered:
The population of all make of Motors available in the mine was collected.
On analysis, it was observed that the mines did not have the population of
“X” make Motors for the indented rating of spares of Motors. The available
population of “X” make Motors shown by the mine was of current Year,
for which no demands could be raised as the same are covered under
warranty. Further, recent Supply Order for “X” make Motor was collected
from HQ. On analysis of price of the new Motor with the price of spares
procured by the mines for assembling the same rating of Motor, it was
revealed that the price of a single spares component is higher than the
price of a new Motor. Thus the price of a Motor made by assembling the
spares is around three times higher than the price of a new motor.
In view of the abnormal difference in price of spares vis a vis new Motor,
the matter was taken up with the registered office of motor manufacturer
to ascertain the correctness of the price of spares. In response to which,
Executive Director informed that the price lists issued by their Branch
office is incorrect and on the higher side. They furnished the correct and
valid price list effective from 01.4.2011 for spares of different ratings of
Motors.
Based on the valid and authentic price list furnished by the registered office,
the excess price secured by the authorized dealer of manufacturer in
connivance with the branch officer has been worked out to ` 93,32,954.34.
6. Corrective Action:
The management has been suggested to explore the possibility of repairing
of Rotor and Stator Assly, the major components of Motor, which costs
approx. 90% of the price of Motor. It has further been suggested that if
these two components are beyond economic repair, a view may be taken
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to go for procurement of a new motor. It has also been suggested that after
detailed study by a committee of technical experts, a view may be taken
to review the life of the motors, so that such motors could be surveyed off
and new motors can be procured to avoid assembling of Motors through
purchase of spares at a price much higher than the price of the Motor.
7. Conclusion: In view of the irregularities observed during investigation
following actions have been initiated:
• Regular Departmental Action (RDA) against 5 officials.
• Legal notice for recovery of excess amount of Rs.93, 32,954.34 from
the dealer.
• Banning of business dealing with the dealer .
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Case Study-18
1. Subject: Irregularities in Hiring of Vehicles.
2. Introduction: A vigilance case has been detected in a Company wherein
one of the bidder had submitted fake documents which were not properly
verified by the tender committee. The documents submitted by the bidders
were also not as per the provisions of NIT. The tender committee over
looked the terms and conditions of NIT and recommended for opening of
price bid of the firm. The firm emerged as LI bidder. The tender committee
sought original documents from LI bidder for verification. The documents
submitted by the LI bidder were not meeting the NIT parameters and
there was mismatch with respect to content of work order submitted for
qualification in the bid and document submitted post price bid opening. In
spite of the anomalies which were evident from the bidders documents,
tender committee recommended for award of contract to the LI bidder
and subsequently the contact was awarded.
3. Action Taken: In this case three executives who were tender committee
members have been found responsible and RDA under major penalty
proceedings has been recommended against them. As one of the officer
involved is of E-8 rank, the case has been referred to CVC for 1st stage
advice.
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Case Study-19
1. Subject: MISAPPROPRIATION OF COMPANY FUND
2. Introduction: It was brought to the knowledge of Vigilance Division in
February 2014 from source that misappropriation of Company fund has
been done for a considerable period of time through disbursement of salary/
wages to the employees of an RSO Cell by Shri KPR, Office Superintendent,
siphoning company fund to his own account and thereby Shri KPR is the
beneficiary out of the said irregularity.
As an immediate action, attempt has been made to verify the details for
3 months (September, October & November 2013) by Vigilance Division
with data initially collected from RSO Cell and SBI. It was learnt that
preparation of all relevant records regarding payment of wages to the
employees of RSO Cell has been being done by Shri KPR, O.S, RSO
Cell. For disbursement of salary to the employees, a CD containing the
details of amount to be credited to the employee’s account no by debiting
from the account of Company (a/c no: 10959186401) maintained at the
same branch was being sent to SBI at the end of each month.
3. Irregularities Observed:
Verification of the available data for the said three months established that
Shri KPR has misappropriated an amount of ` 509709.00 in Sept, Oct &
Nov’ 2013 from company fund for his personal gain of the same amount
which was credited to his personal account (other than salary account)
maintained at same SBI Branch.
CBI, ACB was then requested to carry out detailed investigation in the
issue. Internal Audit Dept. of the Company was also requested to carry out
an in-depth audit for the financial year 2013-14 so that necessary action
may be taken.CBI registered a case against Shri KPR for the period April
2011 to Nov 2013.
Internal Audit Dept. of Company submitted their report on 09.04.2014.
Brief of their findings are indicated below:
“Shri KPR unjustly enriched himself by siphoning ` 14,31,113/- from the
Company’s fund to his savings Bank Account with State Bank of India
(bearing no: 10959219224) to the extent of ` 13,39,113/- and the balance
` 92000/- arose out of excess deposit of Income Tax deducted at source
from salary.
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Period: April 2013 to February 2014
Month

Diff. in total
earning and
deductions
(`)

Credited to
a/c : 10959219224
(as per statement
of SBI Branch)

Excess deposit
of Income Tax
(`)

Total undue
benefit derived
by Shri  KPR
(`)

April 13-Feb 14

1411113

1339113

92000

1431113

Overtime engagement statement vis-à-vis Salary slip has been checked.
During the month of September 2013, Shri KPR, O.S has drawn an excess
amount of ` 3182.20 on account of overtime (the overtime hours approved
by the Controlling Officer was 17 hours i.e Rs 9387.49 but payment was
made for 22 hours i.e for ` 12569.69).
Thus total financial loss to the company comes to ` 14,34,295.20
(` 14,31,113 and ` 3182.20) for the period April 2013 to Feb 2014.”
It was also brought to the knowledge of Vigilance Division that on 31st
March 2014, Shri KPR attempted to remove the official documents which
exposed his own declaration to the company regarding an account at SBI
Branch where company account is also there , beside his salary account
at another SBI Branch. Administrative action was taken immediately and
Shri KPR was transferred to another place so that he does not get any
further scope to mishandle company record. A charge sheet was also
issued to him for his deliberate attempt to remove company records.
CBI, had registered three more cases for his similar fraudulent acts
towards misappropriation of company fund for his personal gain for three
different periods viz. (i) April 2005 to Mar 2008 (ii) April 2008 to Mar 2010
& (iii) April 2010 to Mar 2011. For the period April 2011 to Nov 2013, CBI
had already registered one case as stated earlier.
It could be found out that Shri KPR started such siphoning of company
fund by manipulating salary bills since June 1999. Internal Audit Deptt, of
Company was further requested to take up the audit for RSO Cell from
the financial year 1999-2000 to 2013-14 to find out the total company
fund siphoned by Shri KPR.
Internal Audit Dept. submitted their report on 08.09.2014. The brief of the
report is as below:
(i) Whereas the accounting i.e. journalisation of payroll is done on the
basis of classification sheet or salary voucher, the actual payment
and details thereof is reflected in the individual pay slips. However,
the aggregate of individual pay slips should always tally with gross
pay, deductions and net take home pay reflected in the salary voucher
or the classification sheet. In F.Y 1999-00, net take home pay was
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inflated in the book of accounts to the extent of ` 60103.00 and exactly
the identical figure was excess credited to the savings bank Account
maintained with SBI Branch by Shri KPR. Such practice by Shri KPR
continued till June 2004.
(ii) From July 2004, Shri KPR suo moto changed the salary disbursal
procedure only in respect of himself. Instead of transferring his net
take home pay along with that of other employees to the designated
salary account maintained with SBI Branch, he started drawing salary
by cheque mainly to another savings bank account maintained with
another SBI Branch. Even while doing so, he consistently drew cheque
for amounts which were higher than his net take home pay as per the
pay-slips. Apart from this, Shri KPR continued to transfer sums in far
excess of his monthly net take home pay to the savings a/c maintained
with SBI Branch by fraudulently inflating the gross earnings in the
salary voucher. This practice continued up to Nov 2010.
(iii) From December 2010, Shri KPR continued with the same manipulation
pattern by increasing the earning as stated above. However, he
occasionally changed the pattern so that a part of the fabricated
amount could be siphoned off indirectly by uploading the amount
against his PAN No.
True & real salary/wageSalary/wagedebit- X
Income taxcredit- T
Other deductioncredit- Y
Net Pay		
X-T-Y
Inflated salary/Classification sheet
Salary/wagedebit- X+A
Income taxcredit- T+B
Other deductioncredit- Y
Net Pay		
X+A-T-B-Y
Out of the amount ` T+B appearing in the inflated salary bill as Income
Tax deduction, which was later deposited in the income tax department,
only the amount “T” was uploaded in form 27A against the names of
the employees from whom TDS was actually recovered and Rs “B” was
added and uploaded against the name of Shri KPR along with the actual
recovery of TDS from his salary. The remaining fabricated amount i.e A-B
was included in the floppy/CD for credit to the personal account of Shri
KPR in SBI, Branch. This pattern of siphoning off continued up to July
2012.
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(iv) From August 2012, Shri KPR adopted a different working mode which
required preparation of 2 sets of individual pay slips. Pay slips which
were distributed amongst employees showed higher deduction of
TDS (tax deduction at source) and co-operative dues as compared
to the other set of pay-slips maintained as official records. While
journalizing/accounting the payroll, Shri KPR adopted the figures of
TDS and co-operative deduction as shown in the individual pay slips
distributed among employees ignoring TDS & co-operative deduction
figures appearing in pay slips maintained as official records and Shri
KPR correspondingly inflated the gross salary by the same amount
by which sum of TDS & Co-operative deduction in the distributed pay
slips was higher than the official pay slips. The amount by which gross
salary was inflated every month was siphoned off partly by uploading
a relatively small amount (` 5000 mostly) against PAN No of Shri KPR
in form 27A and the balance amount was included in the floppy/CD
for credit to the a/c of Shri KPR in SBI Branch.
(v) Year wise siphoned off amount from 1999-2000 to 2013-14.

Year

Siphoned off
amount taken
through salary
cheque by Sri KPR
(`)

Siphoned
off amount
uploaded in 27A
as TDS from Sri
KPR  (`)

Siphoned off
amount taken to
SBI Br. In a/c of
Sri KPR  (`)

Total amount
siphoned off
(`)

80000.00

13,39,113.00

14,22,295.20

2013-14

3182.20

2012-13

75000.00

0

21,26,580.00

22,01,580.00

2011-12

50000.00

7000.00

23,89,805.00

24,46,805.00

2010-11

70003.00

5000.00

16,33,382.00

17,08,385.00

2009-10

62001.00

0

11,56,791.00

12,18,792.00

2008-09

61006.00

0

7,95,417.00

8,56,423.00

2007-08

46002.00

0

3,51,019.00

3,97,021.00

2006-07

43005.00

0

2,93,304.00

3,36,309.00

2005-06

38805.00

0

2,93,703.00

3,32,508.00

2004-05

24000.00

0

2,55,859.00

2,79,859.00

2003-04

0

0

1,64,156.00

1,64,156.00

2002-03

0

0

1,16,353.00

1,16,353.00

2001-02

0

0

1,18,238.00

1,18,238.00

2000-01

0

0

1,35,300.00

1,35,300.00

1999-00
Total

0

0

60,103.00

60,103.00

4,73,004.20

92,000.00

112,29,123.00

117,94,127.20
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4. Action Taken: Shri KPR had been remanded in jail custody for five months
during CBI investigation. CBI, has completed investigation in all four cases
and in each case it has been established that Shri KPR is involved in
criminal conspiracy towards siphoning of company fund for personal gain.
Charge sheets have been filed in trial court.
Action has been taken by CIL to file a money suit for recovery of the loss
to the company.
The planned, deliberate and fraudulent act by Shri KPR is an eye opener
and a matter of deep concern. Such criminal act revealed the need of
scrutiny of routine money matters of the company.
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Case Study-20
1. Subject: System improvement measures suggested by Vigilance Division
which resulted into savings of Rs 625 crores in procurement of explosives
& accessories.
2. Introduction:
a) Complaints alleging procurement of explosives at a higher price in the
Company “X” as compared to another Coal Company “Y”were received.
b) On preliminary investigation it was found that the rates of explosives
in the Company “X” were higher than that of another Coal Company
“Y” even though the Running contracts for explosives & accessories
were finalised by the Company “X” against open tender adopting the
process of “Reverse Auction”.
c) It was very surprising that the bidders were not offering their best rates
to Company “X” in the Reverse Auction process even though Company
“X” is the biggest purchaser of explosives in the country.
3. Issues Observed and Action Taken:
A detailed study revealed that there were certain lacunas in the procurement/
reverse auction process. Following modifications/ improvements in NIT
terms/ reverse auction process were suggested by Vigilance Division,
CIL:
Sl
No.

Last NIT terms

Modification suggested
by Vigilance Division

1

The duration of Running
Contract was kept as 3 years.

The duration of Running
contract may be reduced.

Shorter duration of contract
fetches better price as the margins
of uncertainties are reduced,
especially for items like explosives,
where the prices of raw material
have been found to be very volatile.
The fresh NIT was issued for 2 years
duration.

2

During the reverse auction,
bidders were allowed to
bid a price higher than the
prevailing L1 price i.e. a
L6 firm may submit a bid
reducing its own rates to
become L5 and it was not
mandatory for them to submit
the fresh bid lower than L1.

Bidders may be allowed to bid
only the prices lower than the
prevailing L1 price.

Change in status of firms, say
from L6 to L5 was of no use to
CIL as there was no reduction in
lowest rates. So in previous tender,
competition between firms to
improve their status to any position
other than L1 was of no use for CIL.
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Remarks

Sl
No.

Last NIT terms

Modification suggested
by Vigilance Division

Remarks

3

Price status of the bidder (i.e.
L1/L2/L3 etc.) was displayed
on the bidder’s screen during
reverse auction.

Only the L1 price of the item
may be displayed during the
RA.

It is disclosed in NIT that the RC
will be finalised with more than
one source. Previously, even if the
bidders found themselves upto L5,
they were sure that they will get
RC (RC was being finalised with 5
firms) and so they were reluctant
to offer further reduction in rates.
With the modified terms the Bidders
competed to become L1 as they
were not certain about their status
(if not L1) which would make them
eligible for RC.

4.

The RA process was kept
open for a pre-defined time
schedule and allowed for 3
auto extension of 5 minutes
each.

The RA process may be
continued after a pre-defined
time slot, till no bid is received
within last 10 minutes.

During the reverse auction, the
bidders do not offer their best rate
up-front but bid a price which just
keeps them hopeful of getting the
contract. With the modified terms,
the bidders got full opportunity to
bid their best rates and CIL could
extract the rock-bottom rates from
the bidders.

5.

RA was carried out at Simultaneous RA may be
different times for different carried out during the same
items within an allotted time time for all products.
slot with maximum of three
extensions.

Bidders were not assured of getting
RC for any of the items due to
simultaneous RA for all items.

6.

The number of Parallel RC
holders was kept at five for
all the products

The number of parallel RCs
may be reduced depending
upon the volume and
criticality of the item.

Reduced number of parallel RCs
for certain products increased
competition amongst bidders.

7.

There was no start-bid price
for the reverse auction. The
bidders were free to bid any
price as the first bid of RA.

Bidders were required to The “start bid” price resulted into
quote prices in cover-II and start of auction process with a
lowest price was made “Start realistic price. Previously the auction
bid” price for the RA.
used to start at a very high price and
due to abrupt ending after third auto
extension, also ended high.

8.

RC for P5 type cartridge The requirement of P5 type
explosive was being finalised cartridge explosive for degree
only for Degree 3 Gassy 1, degree 2 and degree3
mines and the same was mines may be separately
used in Degree 2 and degree tendered.
1 mines.
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Very few mines of subsidiary
companies are Degree 3 gassy
mines. Previously, CIL was
procuring P5 explosives suitable
for Degree 3 mines and the same
product was used in Degree1 &

Sl
No.

Last NIT terms

Modification suggested
by Vigilance Division

Remarks
Degree 2 mines. As some of the
vendors having DGMS approval for
Degree 1 & Degree 2 mines were
not having DGMS approval for
degree 3 mines, it was suggested
to separate the requirement of P5
explosives for Degree 3, Degree
2 and Degree 1 mines. This
increased the competitiveness
of P5 Explosives for Degree1 &
Degree2 mines, which covers major
portion of CIL’s requirement of P5
explosives.

9.

Requirement of cartridge
explosives
and
bulk
explosives of each subsidiary
was considered separately
and different rates were
finalised for each subsidiary
for these items. Also, Fall
clause was not applied for
these items.

For Cartridge explosives, the
requirement of all subsidiaries
may be clubbed and one rate
may be finalised for entire
CIL. Also, Fall clause may
be applied for this item.

The possibility of any kind of
understanding between the vendors
to distribute the requirement
amongst themselves, subsidiarywise, was reduced.

10.

No provision

A provision may be kept in the
NIT that in case of reduction
in rate of any of the supplier
due to fall clause or any other
reason, the same lower rate
will be applicable for other
suppliers also. If any supplier
does not accept the lower
rate, CIL will have the right
to delete the item from the
scope of RC of such firm and
procure explosives from other
existing suppliers/ reserve RC
holders.

If any RC holder will offer to supply
the material at a lower rate to any
other company, CIL will also be
able to get the benefit of reduction
of rates from all RC holders and
the interest of CIL will be protected.

Initially, there was some apprehension in Purchase Dept. regarding the
implications of the above changes in NIT terms as explosives are critical
input for coal production and their un-interrupted supply is to be ensured.
However, after detailed discussions, the Management was convinced that
the modified version of NIT incorporating the suggestions of Vigilance
Division is more competitive and in the best interest of the Company “X”.
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4. Final Outcome:
The modifications as per suggestion of Vigilance Division were incorporated
in the tender. As a result there was reduction in the rates of explosives &
accessories as listed below:
A)  Cartridge Explosives & Accessories
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

MT

Qty
(2 years)
91812

L1 price  
(`/Unit)
28,579

Reduction
`
4,946

Savings
in `
45,41,02,152

MT

29564

33,490

38,286

4,796

14,17,88,944

MT

4094

46,400

58,306

11,906

4,87,43,164

MT

602

55,789

69,300

13,511

81,33,622

MT

2620

55,789

69,300

13,511

3,53,98,820

MT

19464

41,379

61,438

20,059

39,04,28,376

MT

8411

51,466

61,438

9,972

8,38,74,492

MT

2598

51,466

61,438

9,972

2,59,07,256

KN

7027

5,000

7,341

2,341

1,64,50,207

KN

8809

5,400

8,277

2,877

2,53,43,493

KN

300

8,000

9,469

1,469

4,40,700

KN

38959

5,796

10,410

4,614

17,97,56,826

KN

21545

5,895

10,410

4,515

9,72,75,675

KN

5815

6,898

10,410

3,512

2,04,22,280

KM
MT

152599
351

2,650
1,36,499

3,387
1,64,461

737
27,962

11,24,65,463
98,14,777

Item

Unit

Low Strength
Column
Low Strength
booster/Primer
P1 for using in
degree-I mine
P3 for use in
degree-I mine
P3 for use in
degree-II mine
P5 for use in
degree-I mine
P5 for use in
degree-II mine
P5 for use in
degree-III mine
CED 1.8 m for use
in degree-I/II/III mine
CED 2.5 m for use
in degree-I/II/III
CED 3.0 m for sue
in degree I/II/III mine
CDD for use in
degree-I mine
CDD for use in
degree-II mine
CDD for use in
degree -III mine
DF-10g/m charge
Emulsion Cast
Booster
Cord Relay (CR)

Last Price
`
33,525

KN

2470

16,800

26,645

9,845

2,43,17,150

18

Non Electric
Detonator (NED)

KM

165804

4,100

6,087

1,987

32,94,52,548

19

MS Connector (MS)

KN

298

2,23,699

2,08,240

-15,459

-46,06,782
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Sl.
No

Item

Unit

Qty
(2 years)

L1 price  
(`/Unit)

Last Price
`

Reduction
`

20

Electronic Detonator

KN

446

7,76,500

8,28,000

51,500

Savings
in `
2,29,69,000

TOTAL 2,02,24,78,164
ED @ 12.5%

25,28,09,800

CST @ 2%

4,55,05,760

TOTAL  SAVINGS (`) 2,32,07,93,724
B) Bulk Explosives
Sl
No

Subsidiary

Unit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ECL
BCCL
CCL
WCL
SECL
MCL
NCL

MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

Aprx.
Quantity
for 2 yrs
64,529
99,010
87,529
1,10,000
1,22,500
97,350
2,83,313

L1 price
(In `/
Unit)
26,600
25,299
25,790
25,365
23,865
24,770
26,390

Last
Purchase
Price
31,575
32,104
32,622
26,564
27,958
28,104
29,478

Reduction
(`/MT)

4,975
6,805
6,832
1,199
4,093
3,334
3,088
TOTAL
ED @ 12.5%
CST @ 2%
TOTAL  SAVINGS (`)

Total Savings in `
32,10,31,775
67,37,63,050
59,79,98,128
13,18,90,000
50,13,92,500
32,45,64,900
87,48,70,544
3,42,55,10,897
42,81,88,900
7,70,74,000
3,93,07,73,797

Thus there was a total savings of ` 625 crores approx for Company “X”
when compared to last purchase price for 2 years consumption.
The price of Ammonium Nitrate, the major raw material, was as under
during the months preceding the month of reverse auction (price circular
of M/s “R” enclosed):
Sl No.
1
2
3

Date
01.12.2014
01.01.2015
01.03.2015

Ex-works basic price per MT of Ammonium Nitrate
` 24300/` 24800/` 24800/-

Thus, the above savings could be achieved even though there was no
decreasing trend in the rates of the main raw material i.e. Ammonium
Nitrate, which alone constitutes about 65% of the total cost of explosives.
Hence, it could be inferred that the increase in competitiveness of tender
due to the modifications suggested by Vigilance Division yielded the savings
of ` 625 crores approx to Company “X”.
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Gitanjali
Where the mind is without fear and
the head is held high,
Where knowledge is free;
Where the world has not been broken
up inot fragments by narrow domestic walls;
Where words come out from the depth of truth;
Where tireless striving stretches its
arms towards perfection;
Where the clear stream of reason has
Not lost its way into the dreary desert sand
of dead habit;
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and
action into that heaven of
Freedom, my Father
Let my country awake

...........Rabindranath Tagore

